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Abstract

Poor generalization performance caused by distribution shifts in unseen domains often hin-
ders the trustworthy deployment of deep neural networks. Many domain generalization
techniques address this problem by adding a domain invariant regularization loss terms
during training. However, there is a lack of modular software that allows users to combine
the advantages of different methods with minimal effort for reproducibility. DomainLab is
a modular Python package for training user specified neural networks with composable reg-
ularization loss terms. Its decoupled design allows the separation of neural networks from
regularization loss construction. Hierarchical combinations of neural networks, different do-
main generalization methods, and associated hyperparameters, can all be specified together
with other experimental setup in a single configuration file. Hierarchical combinations of
neural networks, different domain generalization methods, and associated hyperparame-
ters, can all be specified together with other experimental setup in a single configuration
file. In addition, DomainLab offers powerful benchmarking functionality to evaluate the
generalization performance of neural networks in out-of-distribution data. The package
supports running the specified benchmark on an HPC cluster or on a standalone machine.
The package is well tested with over 95 percent coverage and well documented. From
the user perspective, it is closed to modification but open to extension. The package is
under the MIT license, and its source code, tutorial and documentation can be found at
https://github.com/marrlab/DomainLab.
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1. Introduction

Deep Learning models suffer from poor generalization when the training and testing distri-
butions are not well aligned (Sun et al., 2019a,b; Gulrajani and Lopez-Paz, 2020). Domain
generalization aims at training domain invariant models that are robust to distribution
shifts (Wang et al., 2022). Implementations of recently published methods in this area
are often limited to proof-of-concept code, interspersed with custom code for data access,
preprocessing, and evaluation. These custom implementations limit these methods’ appli-
cability to custom datasets, affect their reproducibility, and restrict objective comparison
with other state-of-the-art methods.

DomainBed (Lopezpaz et al., 2022) provided a first codebase for testing domain gen-
eralization methods (Gulrajani and Lopez-Paz, 2020) but lacks modularity. For instance,
each method corresponds to a Python class with all its components hard coded in the
initialization method, which results in strong coupling between neural networks and loss
functions. From a user perspective, applying its implemented methods to a new use case
requires extensive adaptation of its source code across different files, which violates the
software design principles of being closed to modification and open to extension (Braude
and Bernstein, 2016).

With DomainLab, we address the above-mentioned software design issues of DomainBed
by decoupling the components, which allows combination of different components of domain
generalization methods. In addition, we provide a benchmark facility allowing for compre-
hensive comparisons of domain generalization methods. Our package adheres to software
design patterns and incorporates extensive testing, documentation (function and class level),
as well as tutorials.

2. Overview of design and features

2.1 Modularization

DomainLab was designed to achieve maximum modularity, we introduce the most important
modules below.

Task Tasks in DomainLab collect datasets from different domains and define the domain
generalization scenario via specifying training and test domains. There are several ways to
specify tasks as an input to DomainLab:

• TaskDset requires users to specify PyTorch Dataset for each domain directly.

• TaskFolder can be used if the data is already organized in a folder with different
subfolders containing data from different domains and a further level of sub-subfolders
containing data from different classes.

• TaskPathFile allows the user to specify each domain in a text file indicating the path
and label for each observation so that the user can choose which portion of the sample
to use for training, validation, and testing.

Additionally, DomainLab also provides built-in tasks, e.g., Color-MNIST (Sun and Buet-
tner, 2021), a subsampled version of PACS (Li et al., 2017), and of VLCS (Torralba and
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Efros, 2011), to provide a test utility for algorithms. We provide detailed documentation
about Task at https://marrlab.github.io/DomainLab/build/html/doc_tasks.html.

Models and Trainers Many domain generalization methods use a Structural Risk Min-
imization (SRM) like loss ℓ(b(θ); ξ ∼ Dtr)+µTR(b(θ); ξ ∼ Dtr), where ℓ(b(θ); ξ ∼ Dtr) rep-
resents the task specific loss (e.g. cross-entropy loss for classification), and R(b(θ); ξ ∼ Dtr)
represents regularization loss vectors as penalty term to boost domain invariance. Here, µ
represents the multiplier vector to weigh the importance of the two loss terms. We use θ
to represent neural network weights, and b(θ) to represent a specific neural network archi-
tecture, e.g. vision Transformer (Yuan et al., 2021), ResNet or AlexNet (He et al., 2016;
Krizhevsky et al., 2011), which can map inputs from a data space to a feature space. ξ ∼ Dtr

represents mini-batch ξ from training domains Dtr. There are two ways to construct SRM
losses in Domainlab using either Model or Trainer depending on whether auxiliary neural
network is needed to construct regularization losses.

In DomainLab, Models construct an instance-wise regularization loss R(·) via auxiliary
neural network(s). This regularization term for Models can be either domain supervised
(Ilse et al., 2020; Ganin et al., 2016) or domain unsupervised (Sun and Buettner, 2021;
Carlucci et al., 2019). In contrast, Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) as a Model only
has ℓ(b(θ); ξ ∼ Dtr) but no regularization term.

In DomainLab, Trainer is an object that directs data flow to feed into the model for
SRM loss calculation, appends further domain invariance losses and updates the model
parameters. We formalize this concept in Equation (1) as Tθ:

θ̂ = Tθ
(
Eξ∼Dtr [ℓ(b(θ); ξ) + µTR(b(θ); ξ)];Oθ, θ

(0)
)

(1)

Here, Tθ denotes the Trainer, which represents an operator which can add additional
regularization loss and bring the model parameter from θ(0) to θ̂ with optimizer Oθ by
optimizing the penalized loss function ℓ(b(θ); ξ) + µTR(b(θ); ξ).
Different from Models, Trainers’ regularization terms are not constructed upon auxiliary
neural networks. For instance, MatchDG (Mahajan et al., 2021) uses contrastive learning
to distinguish inter-domain similarity from the same class, DIAL (Levi et al., 2021) creates
adversarial samples and augments the training. MLDG (Li et al., 2018) trains a neural
network via splitting training domains into source and target and utilizes Model-Agnostic
Meta-Learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017). FishR (Rame et al., 2022) aligns second-order
moment information across different domains.

2.2 Hierarchical combination across Trainer, Model and neural network

The decoupling design of DomainLab allows combining Model regularization R(b(θ); ξ ∼
Dtr) with Trainer Tθ regularization, as well as decorating Trainer with Trainer. The dec-
oration and combination feature of DomainLab corresponds to extending SRM loss from
ℓ(·) + µmRm(·) to ℓ(·) + µmRm(·) + µtRt(·) where both Rm (Model regularization with
dummy index m) and Rt (Trainer regularization with dummy index t) can both be in vec-
tor form. We use · to represent b(θ); ξ ∼ Dtr for brevity of expression. Such combination
and decoration can be done recursively to have the form ℓ(·)+

∑
k µmk

Rmk
(·)+

∑
j µtjRtj (·)
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by combining the regularization loss from Trainers (indexed by tj) and Models (indexed
by mk). See section 3.1 for a use case. Additionally, we provide an example of Model
decorating Model in https://github.com/marrlab/DomainLab/blob/v0.2.4/examples/

api/jigen_dann_transformer.py where the neural network is a vision transformer (Yuan
et al., 2021).

2.3 Benchmark

DomainLab supports benchmarking the performance of methods against a custom domain
generalization scenario, by taking systematic and stochastic variation into consideration.
Within a YAML configuration file, the user can specify common experimental settings
(e.g., a common neural network backbone b(θ)) and individual hyperparameter ranges for
each method to be benchmarked. Then the whole benchmark can be executed by a single
command, where hyperparameters and random seeds get sampled, with automatic aggre-
gation and visualization of results, which offers more performance distribution information
compared to presenting results in a table. Powered by Snakemake (Mölder et al., 2021),
DomainLab supports job submission to an HPC cluster or a standalone machine.

3. Use case

3.1 Combination and decoration between Trainer and Model

To decorate the Trainer MLDG (Li et al., 2018) with DIAL (Levi et al., 2021) (see feature
explanation in Section 2.2) to train the Model DIVA (Ilse et al., 2020), one could use the
following command:

domainlab --config=./examples/conf/vlcs_diva_mldg_dial.yaml

where the configuration file below with detailed comments can be downloaded at https:

//github.com/marrlab/DomainLab/blob/master/examples/conf/vlcs_diva_mldg_dial.yaml

1 te_d: caltech # name of test domain from VLCS dataset

2 tpath: examples/tasks/task_vlcs.py # python file path to specify the task

3 bs: 2 # batch size

4 model: dann_diva # combine Model DANN with DIVA

5 epos: 1 # number of epochs

6 trainer: mldg_dial # decorate Trainer MLDG with DIAL

7 gamma_y: 700000.0 # hyperparameter of DIVA

8 gamma_d: 100000.0 # hyperparameter of DIVA

9 npath: examples/nets/resnet.py # neural network for class classification

10 npath_dom: examples/nets/restnet.py # neural network for domain classification

3.2 Benchmarking domain generalization algorithms upon a custom dataset

By simply editing a YAML configuration file, users can specify the domain generalization
task, define the hierarchical combination of Trainer, Model and neural net along with their
respective hyperparameter ranges. Hyperparameters can be sampled either randomly or
with fixed grids, according to specified distributions. In addition, methods can also share
common hyperparameters. In this case, a pool of shared hyperparameter sets is sampled,
from which each method takes its hyperparameter samples, ensuring consistency in the
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hyperparameter selection. The following command runs the benchmark on a Slurm HPC
cluster.

bash run_benchmark_slurm.sh examples/benchmark/demo_shared_hyper_grid.yaml

The example benchmark configuration file can be found in https://github.com/marrlab/

DomainLab/blob/master/examples/benchmark/demo_shared_hyper_grid.yaml After all
the scheduled benchmark jobs are finished, DomainLab will visualize the benchmark results
via various plots. For instance, Figure 1 shows the benchmark results on the PACS (Li
et al., 2017) dataset, where we use the Sketch domain as the test domain. The generated
visualizations enable the comparison of different algorithms and the assessment of the effects
of hyperparameter changes and random seed variations. Further explanations can be found
in the figure caption, as well as the detailed documentation in https://marrlab.github.

io/DomainLab/build/html/doc_benchmark.html.
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Figure 1: DomainLab benchmarking out-of-domain generalization performance using ac-
curacy by testing on the sketch domain on the PACS dataset (Li et al., 2017)
based on an adapted version of ResNet50 from (Gulrajani and Lopez-Paz, 2020)
in conjunction with different domain generalization methods, where ERM (em-
pirical risk minimization) is the baseline. Each panel corresponds to a domain
generalization method (Models and Trainers from Section 2.1). From the fig-
ure, ERM remains a competitive baseline for domain generalization, as found
in (Gulrajani and Lopez-Paz, 2020). Hyperparameter configuration for domain
generalization algorithm affects the generalization performance or even result in
failed training.

4. Conclusion

DomainLab is a thoroughly tested and well-documented software platform for training do-
main invariant neural networks. It follows software design patterns with a focus on maxi-
mum decoupling among its components. The package allows hierarchical combinations of
different methods in domain generalization and provides a powerful benchmark function
which can be executed on either a Slurm cluster or a standalone machine.
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Appendix A. Author Contributions

XS designed and implemented the architecture and framework of the package with software
design patterns, implemented each domain generalization method, designed and imple-
mented the model trainer combination mechanism, documentation and website generation
script, and other major package components and facilities, initiated and made significant
contributions to other aspects of the package development. AGo participated in regular dis-
cussion on some design aspects of the early phase software components. AGo co-authored
some code development with XS, maintained software facility such as documentation gen-
eration, CI, testing through the use of DomainLab in independent research projects, con-
tributed with patches, fixes and code review, and helped writing the manuscript. GS
designed and implemented the possibility to benchmark different algorithms using a Snake-
make pipeline, implemented the random sampling of hyperparameters and contributed mi-
nor enhancements. CF added grid search of hyperparameters, implemented shared hyper-
parameter sampling and the chart generation for the graphical evaluation of the benchmark
results. CF further implemented and fixed numerous small features like sanity checks for
Task and many more. CF improved the manuscript. CM initiated the project with XS,
contributed to the code style enhancement, improved the paper description of Domainlab,
and supervised the project. The rest of the authors helped with documentation, testing,
code formatting and use case development.
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